


View the world
at Your Fingertips

Introducing Meyertech’s ONVIF conformant mobile

client app for Android, Fusion-Reach. 

Reach is the perfect surveillance utility, pushing the 

capabilities of your CCTV system beyond the control 

room. It integrates directly into your FUSION-Eclipse 

video management system (VMS), allowing you to view 

and control your cameras using a mobile device

wherever there is internet coverage (3G, 4G or WiFi).

FUSION-Reach has been designed to be incredibly user 

friendly. With its intuitive interface on the ground

security can easily setup and utilise the full benefits 

that Reach has to offer with absolutely no training.



KeY Features

Instant VIdeo Push: Extends your surveillance 

capabilities beyond the control room. Ideal for on-site 

security, it allows users to monitor and control your 

cameras wherever there is an internet connection.

PtZ on the MoVe: Supports Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) 

functionality to give users complete control over their 

cameras.

auxIlIary FunctIons: Enables users to utilise 

additional auxiliary features that are present on the 

cameras, such as activating lights or wipers.

IntuItIVe InterFace: Its user friendly design 

allows on the ground security to easily setup and utilise 

the full benefits that Reach has to offer with absolutely 

no training required.



KeY Features

caMera PerMIssIons: Priority based access 

levels enable users to instantly connect to authorised 

cameras.

onVIF conForMant: FUSION-Reach is fully

conformant with ONVIF Profile-S devices.

androId coMPatIbIlIty: Reach is compatible 

with all V4 and above Android devices and can be

displayed in both portrait and landscape modes for

optimal viewing.



“Vision within your reach.”
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